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Jurij Kusmenko
The origin of Vowel Balance
in Swedish and Norwegian dialects
The term »vowel balance« (Sw. vokalbalans) signiﬁes in the Scandinavian dialectological tradition the dependence of the quality (and/or the
quantity) of the vowel of the second syllable on the original quantity of
the ﬁrst (root) syllable. If the root syllable is long (bimoraic), the vowel
of the second syllable is reduced or apocopated. If the root syllable is
short (monomoraic) the second syllable retains its quantity and quality
or it can be even lengthened and/or qualitatively strengthened. In modern Swedish and Norwegian dialects we can ﬁnd the following vowel
alternation according to the rule of vowel balance: after a long syllable
@ (a), o, e or Ø (apocope), after the short syllable a or å, u, i (or with
lengthening å:, i:, u:), båkǻ: (cf. OIcl. baka) but kaste, bi:te (OIcl. kasta,
bíta) in Tinn (Telemark);1 jivå, bärå (OIcl. gefa, bera) but ﬁnna, bi:ta
(OIcl. ﬁnna, bíta) im Rättvik (Dalarna)2 or båkkå (OIcl. baka) but kâst,
bî:t (OIcl. kasta, bíta) in Oppdal (Trøndelag).3
The vowel balance alternations can be seen most clearly in nouns and
verbs (cf. vårrå ›to be‹ (OIcl. vera), hårrå ›hare‹ (OIcl. hara, sg. casus
oblique) but kâst ›to cast‹, vî:s ›song‹ (OIcl. kasta, vísa) in the dialect of
Oppdal (Norway).4 In the Norwegian dialectological tradition the term
»split inﬁnitive« (kløyvd inﬁnitiv) is used to show the diﬀerence in the
vowel balance. Various forms of vowel balance in the verbs with the
original inﬁnitive suﬃxe –a can be seen in the following table:5
after short syllable
baka
båkǻ
båkǻ:
1

after long syllable
kasta
(Old Icelandic, no vowel balance)
kaste/kasta (Vågå, Oppland)
kaste
(Tinn, Telemark)

Skulerud 1922, 170.
Björklund 1994, 54–55.
3
Larsen 1913, 8–9.
4
Haugen 1982, 49.
5
Cf. Storm 1884/1908, 62–62, Øverby 1974, 13–14; Levander 1925–1928, 225–228;
Kock 1888, 89; Neumann 1918, 1; Dahlstedt 1955, 7–8; Haugen 1982, 49; Reitan 1906,
4; Hoff 1949, 38; Skulerud 1922, 170.
2
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after short syllable
bakǻ
bakå
båkå
baka
båkkå
båkkå
bå:kå

after long syllable
kasta
(Mora, Dalarna)
kast
(Houtskär, Finland)
kasta
(Rättvik, Dalarna)
kaste/kâst (Norrland)
kast
(Oppdal, Trøndelag)
kaste
(Ålen, Trøndelag)
kaste
(Numedal, Buskerud)

We can see that the original -a in the second syllable is reﬂected as a,
å: or å after original short syllable and as a, @ or Ø after original long
syllable.
In the dialects with the original quantity of the root syllable the vowel
balance is a kind of a foot isochrony with a constant number of moras
in bimoraic or trimoraic stressed complexes. In the vowel balance with
lengthened second vowel after the short syllable the complexes are trimoraic: kas-ta (2+1) = bi:-ta (2+1) = bå-kå: (1+2), in the second type of
vowel balance the stressed complexes are bimoraic kast (2) = bi:t (2) =
bå-kå (2).
Traditionally vowel balance is marked both in the dialects with preserved short syllable words where it works as a phonological rule (as in
båkǻ: but kaste Tinn, Telemark or båkǻ but kasta in Mora Dalarna) and
in the dialects with the quantity shift, where all short syllables have been
lengthened (as in Røros, cf. våttå, ba:ka, OIcl. vita, baka).6 However
there is no longer a connection here between the quantity of the ﬁrst and
the second syllable. All syllables are long. The ﬁrst step of the generalization of the long syllable forms can be found in the northern Norwegian
dialect of Rana where a part of the original short syllable words preserves the traces of the vowel balance in forms like ja:ga, ve:ta (OIcl.
jaga, vita), cf. with forms like drekk, ﬂy:g, (OIcl. drekka, ﬂjúga). However a great part of the original short syllable words already has a variant
with apocope, which was originally only characteristic of the long syllable words, cf. le:va – le:v, sø:va – sø:v (OIcl. lifa, sofa).7 Although only
6
7

Reitan 1932, 155–156.
Elstad 1982, 50.
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phonological alternations in the dialects with the preserved quantity can
be classiﬁed as a real phonological rule the Scandinavian dialectological tradition does not make any diﬀerence between vowel balance as a
phonological rule and the lexicalized forms of the vowel balance. For
our reconstruction vowel balance as a rule shows us the phonological
mechanism of the phenomenon, while lexicalized vowel balance shows
us the original spreading of vowel balance.
Vowel balance and qualitative levelling (jamning, see below), which
is structurally connected with vowel balance (see below) are two important phonological isoglosses which are characteristic of the north-eastern
Scandinavian area (see ﬁg.). Vowel balance is spread in Eastern Norway
and in Trøndelag and in some northern Norwegian dialects (Brønnøy
und Rana in Helgeland, Bardu and Målselv in Troms). Vowel balance is
also allowed in one of the variants of New Norwegian. In Sweden vowel
balance is spread in northern Sweden, in Jämtland, Härjedalen, Dalarna
and in parts of Värmland. Hesselman found traces of vowel balance in
middle Sweden in Uppland, Södermanland, Västmanland and Närke, cf.
forms such as skadi; ruddi, gatu(n), kakur but bonde, kjörkjån, kjörkjår
(OIcl. skaði, roði, götu, kökur, bóndi, kirkjan, kirkjur).8 Traces of vowel
balance can be found even in standard Swedish, cf. u after the original
short syllable in ladugård, gatudörr but o after the original long syllable
in kyrkogård, tungomål.
The contemporary spreading of vowel balance testiﬁes that the innovation centre of this phenomenon was Trøndelag in Norway and the
neighbouring Swedish areas.

Vowel balance in the dialects with short syllable words
In the dialects with preserved short syllable words there are two types of
vowel balance. The most common type represents bimoraic complexes
with accent 1 and 2 in original long syllable words and level stress in
bisyllabic short syllable words. Thus the ﬁrst two moras in the original
long syllable bisyllabic words are stressed, the third mora is reduced or
apocopated (as in kast@ or kâst < kasta). The bisyllabic short syllable
words have what is called level stress. Both syllables have the same or
8

Hesselman 1905, 8, 16.
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similar intensity, quantity and type of pitch. Though in sentence intonation both the first and the second syllable of a short syllable word can
be heard as more stressed, the accent in the short syllable words is appropriately called in Swedish jämnviktsaccent (»equal weight accent«).
The level stress accent shows that the smallest linear stressed unit is a
bimoraic complex with the quantitative equivalence of two moras which
are divided by a consonant (as in ta-la ()) to two moras which are not
divided by a consonant (as in bi: ()-ta or kas()-ta). This mora counting
manifests itself in the quantitative equivalence of tala to kas- (in kaste)
and bi:- (in bi:te). The reduction in this case can concern only the third
mora. If the suffix turns out to be the second mora of the word it is preserved and stressed and even strengthened (a > å, as in tala > tålå). If
it turns out to be the third mora of the word it is reduced or apocopated
as in bi:ta and kasta (> bi:te, kaste or bî:t, kâst). In most dialects with
vowel balance a stressed bimoraic syllable has either a moraic peak accent on the first mora (as a rule accent ) or a moraic peak accent on
the second mora (as a rule accent ). In the short syllable words both
moras have jämnviktsaccent.
The connection of two short vowels (two moras) in words such as
viku or vita in one stressed unit and the prosodic equivalence of two
short vowels to one long (bimoraic) vowel manifest themselves in the
qualitative assimilation of the two short vowels (metaphony, NNw. jamming, Sw. tilljämning). The regressive or mutual assimilation of the two
short vowels is characteristic of all the dialects with vowel balance. Such
assimilation can be partial as in vita > væta, ladu > lædu or complete as
in viku > vuku, vukku; vita > våtå, våttå.
The second type of vowel balance is characterized by the oxytone
or lengthening of the second mora in the original short syllable words.
This situation is found in Tinn (Telemark) and Vågå (Gudbrandsdalen)
in Norway and in some Swedish dialects of Dalarna, cf. viku: (OIcl.
Cf. S /, –; L , ; G , .
L , –.

Accent  indicates the accent of original monosyllable words, accent  indicates the
accent of original bisyllabic words. The phonetic realization of the accents in different
parts of Scandinavia can vary so that the accent  in one area can have the same or
similar realisation as the accent  in another area.

K’ , .
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viku oblique cases of vika), stugu: (OIcl. stugu), næva: (OIcl. hnefa
oblique cases of hnefi), læsa: (OIcl. lesa), nyky:l (OIcl. lykill) in Vågå,
viku:, neve:, bytå: (Pl. of biti:, OIcl. biti), vytå: (OIcl. vita) in northeastern Telemark and båkǻ, lesǻ, fårǻ, såvǻ in the dialect of Furnäs in
Dalarna. In these dialects we find a trimoraic rule: for every bisyllabic
word consists of three moras, the quantitative pattern is either CVCV:
(+) as in vuku:, næva: or CV:CV, CVCCV (+) as in kasta oder bi:ta.

Vowel balance in Old Swedish and
Old Norwegian manuscripts: The original
form of the Scandinavian vowel balance.
Vowel balance in Old Swedish and Old Eastern Norwegian manuscripts
manifests itself in the alternation of writings a, i, u after short syllables
and æ, e, o after long syllables, cf. OSw. kastæ, husæ, mother, tungo,
landom but bæra, tala guthi, gatu, fathir laghum, Old East-Norwegian
sændæ, høyræ but gera, vita. Instead of the alternation a – æ the alternation l a – o (cf. kasta but bäro) can occur. Swedish and Norwegian
manuscripts show that the vowel balance used to be characteristic of
a much bigger area than it is now. There are manuscripts with vowel
balance in the areas which now have no traces of the phenomenon as
in Uppland, Sördermanland, Dalarna, Västmanland, Östergötland, and
even in Småland (see fig.). Wessén assumed that vowel balance was
spread earlier across most of Sweden.
The first examples of vowel balance in Sweden are found in
manuscripts from the th century, cf. Kopparbergsprivilegier () of
Magnus Eriksson, cf. haua, vara, giva, copar but køpæ, blivæ, mangæ,
skrifvæth and Codex Bureanus (–), cf. gangæ, niutæ, køpæ,
mother but fara, giva, bæra, fathir. Wessén dated the vowel balance to
S /, –; S , cf. also K /, –;
S , –.

L –, –, ; W , .

N , ; W , ; S and S , .

K , –, –.

W , .

K , .

N , –.
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early Old Swedish (1225–1375).20 The ﬁrst examples of vowel balance in
eastern Norway are from the same time.21 Larsen assumed that vowel
balance in Norway used to be spread across on a larger area than it is
now.22
The vowel balance o : a (@), which is characteristic of a greater part
of the contemporary dialects is rarely reﬂected in Old Swedish and Old
East-Norwegian manuscripts (cf. gøro, gato, komo, ätho, bogo, bäro,
dräpo, liﬀuo but brinna, falla). The suﬃx in short syllable words often
have the same designation as the suﬃx in long syllable words (cf. gata,
koma, ätha), often in free alternation with forms such as gato and komo
in the same manuscript.23 The writings with o and even aa instead of
o: were »right unusual« in Swedish manuscripts.24 But sporadic usage
of the writings with o in short syllable words indicates that the vowel
balance å – a, which is now characteristic of Härjedalen and Dalarna,
was spread in the 15th –16th century even in middle Sweden, cf. writings
göro, gräﬀuo, waro, lätho, komo, giﬀuo, gatho, skadho, haﬀuo, dago in
Östergötland, Västmanland and Södermanland.25
Kock assumed that the original form of vowel balance concerned the
lengthening of the second vowel in short syllable words, cf. skari >
skari:, viku > vuku:, tala > tala:. The original long a has developed in
Mainland Scandinavian to å /o:/, as in år, å, mål (OIcl. ár, á, mál). The
lengthened -a in the second syllable of short syllable words underwent
the same development (vita > vita: > vitå: > vitå > våtå). Later, the
second vowel was shortened in the majority of Swedish and Norwegian
dialects (tålå: > tålå) but in most archaic ones it has retained its quantity
(see above).
The stages of this process can be found in modern dialects (tala >
tala: > talå: > tålå: > tålå).26 Hægstad followed Kock in explaining
diﬀerent developments of the vocalism of the second syllable in Eastern and Western Norwegian through the diﬀerence in the word stress.
20
21
22
23
24
25
26

Wessén 1970, 68–71.
Seip and Salveit 1971, 274, 375–376.
Larsen 1913, 3–5, 8.
Kock 1921, 193–194; Neumann 1918.
Ibid., 14.
Ibid., 22–25, 80–88.
Kock 1888, 87–89; Hægstad 1899, 65.
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According to him in Eastern Norwegian and in Trøndelag the short syllable words exhibited oxytone and vowel lengthening. The stress of the
short root syllable was so weak that the quality of the lengthened second
vowel influenced the quality of the root syllable (jamning, see above),
snaru: > snuru. If Kock and Hægstad are right, and å (< a) in the
second syllable was the result of the lengthening of a, the spreading area
of the lengthening of the second vowel in short syllable words used to be
much larger than it is now. The majority of the Swedish and Norwegian
dialects with vowel balance have -å < -a (cf. våttå, vå:tå, våtå, vitå, cf.
OIcl. vita). Kock’s hypothesis has been supported by several authors.
However it was rejected by Hesselman, who assumed that the difference
in the vocalism in the words with original -a in the second syllable in
short and long syllable words was not a quantitative but a qualitative
one. The -a after the short syllable was more closed than after the long
one in correspondence with the vowel balance alternations of two other
vowels, cf. u, i, after the short syllable and e, o after the long syllable.
The hypothesis of Hesselman had some advocates. But it could not
call into question the advantages of the traditional point of view. Kock’s
hypothesis is based not only on the comparison of the development of
-a in the second syllable of short syllable words with the development
of the original long a as in /a:r/ > /o:r/ år but mainly on the lengthened
vowel in short syllable words in archaic Swedish and Norwegian dialects
(cf. viku:, tålå: above). The comparison of the dialectal data shows that
the traditional representation of vowel balance as a sequence of changes
tala > tala: > talå: > tålå: > tålå is correct.
Vowel balance is absent in Danish, Icelandic, Faroese and in the
western Norwegian dialects. There are no traces of it in the mediaeval manuscripts from these areas either. However Kock assumed that
vowel balance used to be characteristic of the entire Scandinavian area.
Hesselman developed Kock’s idea further and proposed a common Germanic origin for vowel balance. He compared Scandinavian vowel balance with the similar development in the West Germanic languages, first






Ibid., –.
S and S , ; W , .
H –, .
B , ; B , –.
K .
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of all in Old English, cf. forms with the apocope of i and u after the
long syllable, cf. giest < *gastiz, fót < *fótus, heall > *hallū, fét < *fōti
with the forms with preserved i and u after the short syllable, cf. wini <
*ueniz, sunu < *sunus, giefu < *gebū, hnyti < *hnuti. Traces of this
phenomenon can be found in Old Saxon and in Old High German.
Both Kock and Hesselman mentioned vowel balance alternations in the
Frisian dialect of Wangeroog. Wiik also assumed that vowel balance
was Proto-Germanic.
But it is hardly possible to propose a common Germanic origin of
vowel balance. There is neither vowel balance in Gothic (th century)
nor in the older Runic inscriptions (rd –th centuries). The suffixes and
inflections in elder Runic inscriptions have the same form both after
long and after short syllables, cf. after the sort syllable magu (Kjølevik,
), magoR (Vetteland, ), after the long syllable solu (Eggjum, ),
-gastiR (Gallehus, ), hite (Järsberg, ) haitinaR (Kalleby, ). In
the younger runic inscription it is impossible to determine the presence
or the absence of vowel balance. There are no traces of vowel balance in
Old Icelandic, the most archaic Old Scandinavian language. The difference in time between the West Germanic vowel balance, which would
have taken place in – and vowel balance in the north-eastern
Scandinavian dialects, which is dated from the th century is too significant (more than  years) and the difference in form (cf. especially
vowel lengthening and qualitative assimilation in Scandinavia) is too obvious to consider these two phenomena as having the same common
Germanic origin. The north-eastern Scandinavian vowel balance is an
innovation which developed in the beginning of the second millennium
in north-eastern Scandinavia and had its peculiarities which make Scandinavian vowel balance different from vowel balance in West Germanic
languages. This difference concerns not only the lengthening and the
strengthening of the second syllables of the short syllable words in northeastern Scandinavian (viku > viku:, tala > tala: > talå:) but even a special regressive assimilation in short syllable words (jamning, see above),





H –, .
B , –, .
H –, .
W , see below for details about Wiik’s hypothesis.
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cf. vuku, tålå. The assumption about the autochthon development of
Scandinavian vowel balance is spread among modern Scandinavian linguists. Torp calls Scandinavian vowel balance »a special own northern
Scandinavian innovation«. This point of view is shared by Riad.

The proposed causes of the Scandinavian vowel balance
The questions why Scandinavian vowel balance has developed only in
the north-eastern part of Scandinavia and how the peculiarities of Scandinavian vowel balance such as second vowel lengthening and vowel
assimilation in short syllable words could be explained have rarely been
asked. An exception is Kalevi Wiik, who assumed that several phonological features of the Germanic languages such as the first consonant
shift, Verner’s law, the shift of the stress to the first syllable and some
vowel changes can be explained through the Finno-Ugric substrate in
Proto-Germanic. According to Wiik, vowel balance belongs to phenomena of the same origin. Scandinavian and West Germanic vowel
balance are both treated by Wiik as phenomena identical with the »old
Finno-Lappic foot isochrony«. Wiik determines three types of prosodic
patterns in short syllable words in modern Finnish and Estonian dialects.
The first type has an earlier F0-peak in the stressed syllable and a halflong vowel in the second syllable. The second type has the same type of
root syllable and a short vowel in the second syllable. The third type has
a late F0-peak in the stressed syllable and a half-long vowel in the second
syllable. Wiik treats the first type as the most archaic and connects the
Scandinavian vowel balance with this type of Finno-Sámic isochrony (cf.
»there is no doubt about the Lappo-Finnic origin of the North Scandinavian vowel balance« ). In Wiik’s article from  it is not clear what
time he dates the Scandinavian vowel balance to. In his later publica








T , –.
R , –.
W ; W .
W , ; ibid., ; W , –; cf. also E , .
W , ; W , ; W , .
W , –.
Ibid., .
Cf. W , .
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tions he dates the vowel balance to the Proto-Germanic period. Elert,
following Wiik, treats the Germanic vowel balance as a substrate feature
dating from the Bronze Age.
Wiik and Elert did not treat the object in detail and assumed a much
earlier development than was indicated in the medieval manuscripts.
But, although Wiik and Elert’s early dating of Scandinavian vowel balance can hardly be correct (see above), the idea of a »Lappo-Finnic«
influence on the development of Scandinavian vowel balance seems to
be very instructive. However this influence dates from a much later time
than the Bronze Age and is not Lappo-Finnic but only Lappish (Sámi).
I assumed in  that north-eastern Scandinavian vowel assimilation in short syllable words (jamning) could be connected with the Sámi
metaphony which is especially characteristic of Southern Sámi. I explained the spreading of this feature in the north-eastern Scandinavian
dialects due to the functional connection of jamning with vowel balance.
The phonological rule of jamning was a very suitable means to qualitatively connect two moras of a bimoraic complex in bisyllabic short syllable words which were quantitatively equal to a bimoraic (long) vowel.
I saw then a connection of jamning in Scandinavian with metaphony in
Sámi and a functional connection of jamning with vowel balance but I
did not see a connection of Scandinavian vowel balance with the corresponding phenomenon in the Sámi languages. First in  we proposed
a possible connection between the Sámi and the Scandinavian vowel
balance.
To better understand how the Sámi quantitative pattern could be connected with north-eastern Scandinavian vowel balance we must treat the
prosodic structure of Sámi in detail.
W ; W .
E , –.

K’ , , fig. , –; cf. also K’ ; K and
R .

Ibid.

Ibid.
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Vowel balance in Sámi
The modern Sámi languages have diﬀerent systems of segmental
prosodies (types of VC-combinations). In North Sámi we can ﬁnd all
possible types of VC-patterns. Type 1. (monomoraic) short syllable (short
vowel + extrametrical short consonant as in fa-nas ›boat‹), 2. (bimoraic)
long syllable (long vowel + extrametrical short consonant as in guo-sat
›ﬁr‹ or short vowel + consonant + extrametrical consonant as in gul-lat
›to hear‹), 3. (trimoraic) overlong syllable (long vowel + consonant +
extrametrical consonant as in goar-rut ›to sew‹ or short vowel + long
consonant + extrametrical consonant as in man‘ni /man:-ni/ 2. Pers.
Dualis of mannat ›to go, to walk‹ and 4. (quadmoraic) over-overlong
syllables with long vowel + long consonant + extrametrical consonant
as in fár‘ret /fa:r:-ret/ ›to move‹. On the other hand, the prosodic
pattern of the unstressed syllable is restricted. This restriction concerns
in particular the quantity of unstressed syllables after monomoraic roots.
In most of the northern Sámi dialects and in Lule Sámi there is »a
certain harmony between the quantity of the stressed and unstressed
syllable«.49 This harmony manifests itself ﬁrst of all in the rule that if the
ﬁrst syllable is short, the unstressed syllable must be long. Sequences
of two short syllables are impossible. Nielsen indicates in the Northern
Sámi dialect of Polmak not only the lengthening but even a strong
secondary stress of the second vowel in short syllable words, cf. manām
›I go‹, loGām ›I write‹.50 In this dialect, several forms have diﬀerent
quantitative structures of the second syllables in accordance with the
quantity of the root syllable:

after short syllable
a
spihttša ›whip‹
rihtta
›trap‹
dAhkka ›he makes‹
daya
›make!‹
sihtta
›he wants‹
49
50

Nielsen 1903, 14.
Ibid., 14.

after long syllable
ā
spitšā (gen./acc.)
riðā
(gen./acc.)
dAGām ›I make‹
siðām ›I want‹
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after short syllable
u
lAD:Du ›lead‹
gihppu ›pain‹
mAn:nu ›walking‹
gohttšu (gen./acc.)
i
hAd:di ›price‹
jAhkki ›year‹
fag:gi
›wooden hook‹
dil:li
›position‹

after long syllable
ū
lAjū
(gen./acc.)
givū
(gen./acc.)
mAnū (gen./acc.)
gotšū ›rust‹
ı̄
hADı̄n (com.)
jAGı̄
(gen./acc.)
faGı̄n (com.)
dilı̄
(gen./acc.)51

We can see that the shortest word in Polmak is trimoraic (1+2 or 2+1).
In the dialect of Polmak and in the other northern Sámi dialects vowel
balance works only in original short syllable words. In words with polymoraic roots we can ﬁnd long vowels in the second syllable after a long
vowel in the root syllable, cf. āhpı̄n (com.) ›power‹, vūhpı̄n (com.) ›narrow bay‹ in Polmak.
The tendency towards lengthening of the second short vowel is also
characteristic of Standard North Sámi, cf. ola:n, ›I stretch out‹, mana:n
›I walk‹, alá:s ›high‹.52 According to Magga the sequence of two short
syllables is possible in the dialect of Kautokeino only in imperatives, vgl.
bija ›lay!‹, mana ›go!‹, daga ›make!‹, bora ›eat!‹, loga ›read!‹, huma
›speak!‹,53 in contrast to the dialect of Polmak where even imperatives
have a long second vowel after short root vowels, see above. In the
other short syllable words, vowel lengthening works in Kautokeino as it
does in Polmak, cf. velá /velaa/ ›further‹, vesá /vesaa/ ›a young tree‹,
bahá /pahaa/ ›bad‹, olu /oluu/ ›much‹, lusa /lusaa/ ›near‹.54 After polymoraic syllables, as in Polmak, both long and short vowels are possible,
e. g. dolla /tollaa/ ›ﬁre‹ , gussa /kussaa/ ›cow‹, dinii /tiinii/ ›he earns‹.
Magga establishes the connection between the quantity of the ﬁrst and
the second syllable and assumes that in the dialect of Kautokeino the
51
52
53
54

Nielsen 1903, 38–71
Bartens 1989, 41–42; Nickel 1990/1994, 13–14.
Magga 1984, 22–23.
Ibid., 22–23.
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main prosodic unit is neither a segment nor a syllable but a bisyllabic
structure, which consists of a vowel centre, a consonant centre and a
latus (the second syllable).55
In some Sámi languages the interdependence of the ﬁrst and the second syllables also concerns words with polymoraic root syllables. Lagercrantz claimes that this connection is especially strong in Eastern Sámi.56
Senkevič-Gudkova observed three quantity patterns for bisyllabic words
in the dialect of Notozero. The quantity of the unstressed second syllable correlates to the quantity of the root syllable: the vowel /a/ is reduced and becomes schwa after a syllable with a long geminate (pal’l’@ ),
is slightly reduced after a syllable with a long consonant (pallæ) and retains its full quantity and quality after a syllable with a short consonant
(pala). The three forms have the same quantity.57
It is assumed that the dependence of the quantity of the second vowel
on the quantity of the root syllable (i.e. vowel balance) was characteristic
of Proto-Sámi. It is possible that it was spread even during the FinnoSámic period. Vowel balance can be traced in Finnish and Estonian. In
the northern and southern Finnish dialects the ratio of quantity between
the root syllable and the second syllable is 2:3.58 In Meänkeli, vowel
balance manifests itself in the interdependence of the quantity of the
root and the suﬃx. After a long syllable, a short suﬃx follows, after a
short syllable, a long suﬃx follows.59 An unstressed vowel after a long
syllable in Estonian is not only longer than a short stressed vowel but
even than an unstressed vowel in long syllable words.60

Relation between vowel balance
in Sámi and in Scandinavian
The comparison between Sámi and Scandinavian vowel balance shows
their great aﬃnity. Theoretically this aﬃnity could be the result of a
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parallel development. Vowel balance is a feature that could develop
along parallel lines in diﬀerent languages and at diﬀerent times (cf. the
vowel balance in Old English). But the aﬃnity between Scandinavian
and Sámi vowel balance is not restricted to the general principle of the
connection of the quantity of the root syllable with the quantity of the
second syllable but it concerns the concrete form of vowel balance. In
the Sámi dialects with preserved short root syllables, Sámi vowel balance
manifests itself in the lengthening of the second vowel (the shortest bisyllabic word thus became trimoraic V:CV, VCCV or VCV:). This pattern
corresponds completely to vowel balance in the archaic Scandinavian
dialects. Vowel balance in the Sámi dialect of Polmak with lengthening
and secondary stress on the second vowel corresponds completely to the
lengthening and oxytone of the second vowel in archaic Scandinavian
dialects with the trimoraic pattern and diﬀers from vowel balance in the
Old West Germanic languages.
This similarity becomes still greater if we take into consideration that
long á:, i:, u: in the dialect of Polmak have developed from the original
a:, e:, W:,61 i.e. after the original short syllable the change a:, e:, W:
> á:, i:, u: took place, cf. above the vowel balance alternations i:e,
u:o, a:o in Swedish and Norwegian medieval manuscripts. The Sámi
correspondence to the Scandinavian reduction after a long syllable and
the lack of reduction after a short syllable is especially clear in modern
eastern Sámi.
If we take into account the fact that vowel balance in Sámi is much
older than vowel balance in Scandinavian and that the conﬁguration of
the contemporary Scandinavian vowel balance area and the traces of
vowel balance in medieval Swedish and Norwegian manuscripts almost
completely coincide with the conﬁguration of the Sámi-Scandinavian
cultural contact area in 1000 established by Zachrisson62 (see ﬁg.), the
assumption about the Sámi origin of Scandinavian vowel balance cannot seem surprising. If we take into account the fact that the qualitative
assimilation in short syllable words (jamning) which is functionally connected with vowel balance could also have been caused by Sámi interference (see above) this assumption seems to be still more probable.
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The mechanism of Sámi interference can be reconstructed as follows.
In the beginning of the second millennium Sámi had vowel balance with
lengthening of the unstressed vowel (as in Polmak now) and reduction
of the unstressed vowels after the polymoraic root syllables (as now in
the eastern Sámi dialects). This prosodic pattern was also characteristic
of the Scandinavian language (L2) of Sámi speakers. In this way, original Scandinavian bisyllabic short syllable words obtained a lengthened
second syllable (tala was pronounced as tala:),63 original Scandinavian
long syllable words gained a reduced second syllable. Starting from the
Scandinavian language of the Sámi, this phenomenon spread into the
Swedish and Norwegian vernaculars spoken in the Sámi – Scandinavian contact zone. The phenomenon could have spread even more to
the South (see traces of vowel balance in Småland) but the forms with
vowel balance were later ousted by long syllable forms which were much
more frequent. Jamning underwent the same development and was also
ousted from the southern part of Eastern Norway and from central Sweden (see ﬁg.). The next stage in the development of Scandinavian vowel
balance was the reduction of the third mora (viku: > viku; kasta > kâst
oder kast@ ). This development occurred after the change a: > o: (cf.
tala > tala: > talå: > tålå) and was probably independent of the Sámi
inﬂuence.
However the assumption about the Sámi origin of Scandinavian
vowel balance raises several questions. The strongest vowel balance and
the clearest traces of it now occur in the Swedish and Norwegian dialects in contact with Southern Sámi (cf. e. g. Trøndelag, Jämtland, Härjedalen, Dalarna). But contemporary Southern Sámi does not have any
short syllable words and accordingly no lengthening of the second vowel.
In Southern Sámi all original short syllables have been lengthened. The
stressed syllable can have three isochronic patterns with the mutual interdependence of the vowel and consonant quantity. It may seem that
the comparison of vowel balance in central Scandinavian with northern Sámi vowel balance is not justiﬁed. But the lack of monomoraic
syllables is not original in Southern Sámi. The prosodic system with
monomoraic roots similar to the modern North-Sámi one existed in the
63
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Southern Sámi until the th –th centuries when a quantity shift took
place. This means that at the time of the development of Scandinavian
vowel balance the prosodic system of the Sámi dialects in the southern Sámi - central Scandinavian contact zone was identical with the
prosodic system of the modern northern Sámi dialects and possibly also
with the modern eastern Sámi dialects with vowel balance in words with
a polymoraic root syllable.
The second problem is connected with the spreading of the archaic
(trimoraic) vowel balance in the contemporary Scandinavian dialects.
The forms CVCV: (as in viku:) were only characteristic of the outmost
south-eastern Norwegian dialects (Telemark, Gudbrandsdalen) at the
beginning of the th century; these could hardly have had direct contact with the Sámi. But the development lesa > leså > (låsså) shows
that the lengthening of the second syllable vowel in short syllable words
also used to be characteristic of the Norwegian and Swedish dialects
in contact with the southern Sámi dialects (Trøndelag, Oppland, Hedmark, Jämtland, Härjedalen, Ångermanland, Dalarna, Hälsingland). The
comparison of forms vukku and låsså in Trøndelag with corresponding
forms in northern Telemark viku:, leså: let us assume that vowel balance
was developed in Trøndelag earlier than in Telemark. The forms with a
lengthened second vowel reached Telemark while in Trøndelag the next
stage of the development was already taking place, namely the shortening of the second long vowel (viku: > viku, leså: > leså) and later the
quantity shift (viku > vuku > vukku; leså > låså > låsså). The existence
of the archaic forms in the periphery corresponds to the main principles
of linguistic geography.
The most frequent objection to the possible Sámi influence on the
Scandinavian languages is the low prestige of the Sámi language and the
stigmatization of the Sámi. But the stigmatization of the Sámi, which
was indeed characteristic of the attitude of the Scandinavians towards
the Sámi in the last two centuries was absent during the Viking age and
at the beginning of the second millennium. At the end of the first millennium and at the beginning of the second millennium both the spreading
of the Sámi and the attitude towards the Sámi differed from those in the
th and the beginning of the th centuries. According to Zachrisson, the
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Sámi-Scandinavian contact area almost reached Oslo in Norway and
Uppland in Sweden (see fig.). Historians and archaeologists assume a
considerable degree of cultural creolization and a Sámi-Scandinavian
cultural symbiosis in the contact area. Old West-Scandinavian literature testifies not only »cultural acceptance« of the Sámi by the Scandinavians but even Sámi-Scandinavian marriages. This cultural influence
was not one-sided as it has been considered in the past. We find not only
Scandinavian influence on the Sámi culture but even Sámi influence on
the Scandinavian culture, including religion and mythology. All this
makes possible the penetration of the Sámi interference features in the
Scandinavian dialects and their further spreading.
There is one more question which arises in connection with the assumption about the Sámi origin of Scandinavian vowel balance. In the
northern Norwegian dialects, which are situated in the immediate vicinity of Northern Sámi there is neither vowel balance nor jamning nor are
these present only in the dialects of later migrants (as in Bardu and Målselv). In the more southern areas (in Trøndelag and in Eastern Norway),
in the areas inhabited today either by very few southern Sámi or by no
Sámi at all we have strong vowel balance and strong jamning. In northern Sweden, where the number of Sámi is much lower than in northern
Norway, vowel balance is characteristic of the northern Swedish dialects.
How can we explain this? The southern Sámi in Sweden and Norway
and a great part of the northern Sámi in Sweden have shifted their language and in many cases their identity during the time when there was
no stigmatization of the Sámi and no obstacles for the penetration of the
Sámi interference features in the neighboring Swedish and Norwegian
dialects in Trøndelag, in eastern Norway and in central and northern
Sweden. The language shift in northern Norway took place later during
the time of the stigmatization of the Sámi and it is not completed yet.
Only in northern Norway can we see areas with a predominant Sámi
population and even with predominant Sámi languages. The stigmatization of the Sámi especially during the th and at the beginning of the th
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Figure : Metaphony and vowel balance in Scandinavian dialects and the SámiScandinavian contact area in historical times (extended map from Z
, )
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centuries prevented Sámi interference features from being able to spread
into the northern Norwegian dialects.
We can propose that in the beginning of the second millennium a
Scandinavization of the southern Sámi took place which led to the formation of the Scandinavian dialects of assimilated Sámi with Sámi interference features. Originating in these dialects, vowel balance spread
into genuine Swedish and Norwegian dialects. This spreading was possible because in the beginning of the first millennium the relationship
between the Sámi and the Scandinavian was characterized by a lack of
stigmatization and by mutual respect. The vowel balance was not the
only phenomenon of the Sámi interference in Swedish and Norwegian
from this period. Sámi interference features also include regressive
vowel assimilation in short syllable words (jamning) which was caused
by the Sámi metaphony rule (see above), and consonant lengthening
which was connected with Sámi stadium gradation.
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